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Media Audiences
You will need to consider:

• How media producers target, attract, reach, address and potentially construct audiences 

• How media industries target audiences through the content and appeal of media products and 
through the ways in which they are marketed, distributed and circulated  

• How audiences interpret the media, including how they may interpret the same media text in 
different ways

• Reception theory (including Hall) 

• Fandom (including Jenkins) at  A level
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Task: How does ‘The Jinx’ target audiences?

• Who is the audience for “The Jinx”?  Think about gender, age, psychographics (e.g. VALS), socio-
economic group, interest.  Is there more 
than one audience?  

• Justify your response

• How does the text itself target 
audiences? Consider genre, narrative, 
representations, intertextuality

• How does the marketing target 
audiences? 

Task: How does ‘The Jinx’ target audiences?

Who are the different audiences and how are they targeted?

Audience How are they targeted?

Through the text Through the marketing
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Identifying the Audience:   Who is the  target audience for ‘The Jinx’? 
Justify your response
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How do Audiences respond to ‘The Jinx’?

• Identification – Uses & Gratifications Model 

• Diversion – Uses & Gratifications Model 

• Surveillance – Uses & Gratifications Model 

• Social responses – watercooler effect

• Enigma codes and narrative devices 

• Two-step Flow

Audience Response Factsheet & Article

• Imdb – 23,275 with overall rating of 8.8

• Rotten Tomatoes rated it 94% fresh, with a 97% audience score

• Viewing figures –Episode 1 752,000. Dropped off but then rose to 802,000 for Episode 6. 

• The miniseries premiered in Australia on May 7, 2015, on Showcase. The Jinx premiered in India 
on June 9, 2015, on HBO.

• ‘The Jinx’ was nominated for six and won two Primetime Creative Arts Emmy Awards in 2015 
including Outstanding Documentary
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“Active” & “Creative” Audiences : Henry Jenkins

Henry Jenkins argues that fans form part of a ‘participatory culture’ in which audiences are active 
and creative participants in a text. 

Read both the articles by Linda Holmes and Jamie Loftus on page 6, Laura Minor’s on page 9 and 
look at pages 7 - 8.  How do fans participate “actively” and “creatively”? Are there examples of 
“textual poaching”? 
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http://www.npr.org/sections/monkeysee/2015/03/18/376989647/the-jinx-and-the-challenges-of-
public-curiosity

‘What this kicked off among viewers, including but not limited to journalists and critics, was a 
series of further questions. When did Jarecki and his team turn the letter over to the police? ……
Some of these questions came laced with criticism, but some were simply questions — people 
who wanted to know some of what they hadn’t been told. …..they underscore the importance of 
creators anticipating that one of the forms enthusiasm takes is curiosity. …..The Jinx and Serial are 
both examples of how, particularly when there are real underlying facts to take further that are 
within reach of your audience, the very people who love your work the most should be expected to 
become curious about it, and that curiosity should be expected to expand beyond the boundaries 
of your original piece…. with a certain subset of fans, what they may conclude is not that you can 
do your job, but that they can do your job. It’s a problem fictional storytellers don’t necessarily 
face in quite the same form: you can complain about the ending of The Sopranos, but you can’t do 
anything about it. You can, however, try to beat a documentary at its own truth-telling game, and 
the more popular it becomes, the more likely people may be to try to, in a sense, improve upon 
it, even if only by improving their own level of information….some people, having loved The Jinx 
would take the form of enthusiastic curiosity, of people wanting to push past the ending and figure 
out what he did when, when he turned over evidence, and so forth.

People who swoon over sleuthing sometimes think, “I could do that.” And they fire up Google. You 
can’t necessarily stop them from doing it, but it’s really important, if you make an entertaining 
documentary, to know that it can happen, and to be fully prepared for what you’ll do. Because they 
may admire you, but they’re also coming for you, and they’ve got smartphones.” 

Linda Holmes March 18th 2015

https://www.inverse.com/article/28056-why-robert-durst-the-jinx-has-so-many-fans
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Social media

• http://www.usatoday.com/story/life/entertainthis/2015/03/16/the-jinx-twitter-robert-
durst/77581644/

• USA Today - Twitter’s collective freakout about ‘The Jinx’ and Robert Durst

https://devoncavanagh.files.wordpress.

com/2015/04/kg28l.jpg

https://www.flowjournal.org/2015/11/re-evaluating-spoilers-in-the-jinx/
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Hybridity, Extratextuality and the Docudrama: Re-Evaluating 
‘Spoilers’ in The Jinx

LAURA MINOR  / KEELE UNIVERSITY/ Nov 21st 2015

‘Nowadays, it is online journalism that can affect how spectators view the sensational, serialized 
documentary. Indeed some articles have condemned Twitter users for complaining about The Jinx’s 
spoilers; Vulture writer Ben Williams has stated that “Robert Durst incriminated himself in three 
murders on The Jinx finale last night — immediately followed by complaints about spoiler alerts on 
Twitter,” [6 ] whilst Rich McCormick of The Verge reveals “some even received push notifications, 
informing them both of the breaking news in a murder case that has run for 15 years, and ruining 
the ‘ending’ a TV show they’d spent several hours of their lives watching.” [7 ] Of course, The Verge 
and Vulture are passive-aggressively criticising audiences for wanting a real life murder case to 
remain spoiler free, because they are the outlets that have perpetuated these spoilers.  Yet The 
Jinx, like the majority of contemporary documentaries, is a hybrid text, and multiple expectations/
pleasures inevitably arise from its diverse modes. For Bill Nichols, these modes conceptualise 
codes and conventions of the documentary format. [8 ] However, it is not a mode but a sub-genre 
that arguably affects audience perceptions of The Jinx. Specifically, it is the docudrama that has 
significant aesthetic and formal concerns, as it “works as a mode of presentation in its fusion of 
documentary material (its ‘actual’ subject matter), and the structures and strategies of classical 
Hollywood narrative form, including character development, conflict, and closure.” [9 ]’

Audience Task:  What Pleasures might Audiences Gain from The Jinx?

Task: Read the article from The Guardian. Create a word cloud of the pleasures we might 
gain from the text. Develop three of these points with examples from the text itself. Check 
against the list of potential pleasures. 

Stuart Jeffries article in 
The Guardian 

‘We’re all car-crash 
snoopers now’: the 
truth about the TV true-
crime wave

https://www.theguardian.

com/tv-and-radio/2017/

mar/04/serial-jinx-making-

murderer-rillington-place
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Readings – Stuart hall

Extended writing task: Read the extracts on pages 10-14

Write a “perfect paragraph” on each of the following questions

1. What is the preferred meaning of ‘The Jinx’? 

2. How is this encoded? 

3. What other readings might this text generate?

Different readings – Remember to refer IN DETAIL to 
the text to support your ideas on readings – e.g. what 
do the characters do/say etc?

Preferred reading

• John Hendrickson at Esquire called the series’ 
ending “one of the most jaw-dropping moments 
in television history” http://www.esquire.com/
entertainment/tv/news/a33674/robert-durst-jinx-
ending/

• Mike Hale from The New York Times said it was “gut-wrenching, remarkable television.” https://
artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/03/15/the-jinx-finale-review-robert-durst/?_r=0
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The Jinx as Vigilante Documentary

April 16, 2015

By Jenna Stoeber | Comments Off on The Jinx as Vigilante Documentary

The-JinxHBO’s crime docu-drama, The Jinx: The Life and Deaths of Robert Durst, made headlines 
when the miniseries’ subject, Robert Durst, was arrested the day before the condemning finale 
aired. For many people, myself included, this was the first they had heard of the show, which had 
begun airing on February 8th. The series is absorbing, in classic train-wreck fashion; as parts of the 
story unfold it becomes more and more clear that Durst is a troubled man, regardless of whether 
or not he killed his wife Kathleen McCormack Durst and best friend Susan Berman, in addition to 
the shooting and dismembering Morris Black.

Besides the morbid subject matter, I found two developments in this show particularly disturbing. 
The first is the way in which cinematic stylings are used to bring this documentary in line with 
HBO’s aesthetic. The second is the rhetorical position Jarecki places himself in, in regards to his role 
as a documentarian. Although these two developments seem unrelated, they interact to create a 
dangerous documentary television standard.

I wasn’t overly concerned with Durst’s story, especially in regards to his guilt or innocence. As 
the series progressed, it became more clear that little trust could be placed in the highly stylized 
version of events depicted in the show. The cinematic aesthetic, standard in HBO shows, were 
especially macabre and out-of-place when applied to a true-crime story. The title sequence, for 
instance, is indistinguishable that of a fictional crime story that might air on any prestige television 
channel. The show makes frequent use of crime reenactments, like one might see on a 60-Minutes 
special, but the high production value of an HBO show make these sequences uncomfortable; the 
fact that Susan Berman really was shot in the head and died on the floor of her bedroom makes 
the frequent cuts to the reenactment footage downright grisly, as the editing lingers over shots of 
spreading pools of blood. Assumably the aesthetic is meant to act as a cross-legitimation: to make 
the show seem up to HBO’s high standards, and to make the high standards of HBO shows live 
up to real life. Yet instead it ends up fictionalizing real life to make it more theatrical, adding slow 
motion and color filters to the cold murder of a real woman.

The plot’s timeline obscures when interviews and other filming took place in relation to each 
other. The issues with the timeline, as seen in the show compared to what director Andrew Jarecki 
says, has been much discussed online. The dangerous part of the questionable timeline of police 
involvement is the suggestions that Jarecki specifically withheld evidence in order to maximize 
publicity. The audience is allowed increasingly long sections of behind-the-scenes footage of 
Jarecki and the rest of the crew. The more background information we got, the more concerned I 
was about the rhetorical position in which Jarecki places himself.

It’s not particularly unusual for a documentarian to be included in the story that they’re filming. One 
might argue it’s inevitable that the presence of a film crew will have an effect on the events they’re 
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filming. Yet Jarecki includes a lot of footage of himself struggling to come to terms with the potential 
guilt of the subject at hand, arguing aloud that he liked Durst personally, which made it hard to 
believe he might be guilty of two murders (in addition to the shooting and dismemberment of 
Black, events with Durst does not deny happened). At some point in the timeline, the crew uncovers 
new, potentially damning evidence in the form of a sample of Durst’s handwriting that seems to 
match that of a letter sent to the police in regards to Berman’s body. Although Jarecki claims to 
have been working with the police and with legal advice throughout the process, it becomes clear 
from the behind-the-scenes footage that there was no official supervision guiding them when they 
found the handwriting sample. Rather than informing the police or an attorney of their find—a find 
which could potentially reopen the case against Durst—Jarecki removes it from the premises and 
conducts an extensive investigation, calling on the expertise of a handwriting analyst to compare 
samples. Although this makes for absorbing television, it also completely destroys the chain of 
custody on this evidence, putting its potential use in a legal context up for question.

The disregard for legal procedure becomes especially underlined when Jarecki states that he’s out 
to get “justice.” Rather than attempting to record the truth of a situation—ostensibly the purpose 
of a documentarian—Jarecki explicitly sets himself up as a vigilante, using film-making to correct 
injustices in the world. It’s not that documentaries can’t be used to change the world or to correct 
injustices, in general. However, they do so by using small, specific examples to expose larger, 
systemic problems. The large systematic problems in the legal system are there, starting with the 
fact that there was evidence like this handwriting sample waiting to be found. The Jinx doesn’t 
offer any particular critique of the law, though. Rather, it sets Jarecki and his crew up as vigilante 
investigators, coming to the truth of the situation where the law couldn’t (and all while the cameras 
happen to be rolling).

Because of HBO’s prestige branding. The Jinx‘s presence on the network legitimizes the show as an 
acceptable approach to documentary making. Supporting vigilante documentary as an acceptable 
approach to seeking “justice” is a potentially dangerous trend.  That Jarecki’s publicity grab worked 
so effectively to draw eyes (including, I’m sad to say in retrospect, my own) spells out a troubling 
direction for television to move towards.
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Negotiated/Oppositional Readings

• ‘The Jinx is wickedly entertaining: funny, morbid, and sad, at once exploitative and high-minded, 
a moral lasagna of questionable aesthetic choices (including reconstructions of ghastly events) 
and riveting interviews (of Durst, but also of other eccentrics, like his chain-smoking-hot 
second wife). The series acts as an extension of the legal process and as a type of investigative 
journalism. For viewers, however, it’s primarily a noir striptease, flashing revelations one by 
one—a method with proven appeal to viewers who like to feel both smart and titillated. Guilty 
as charged.’ 

• ‘There is, of course, a queasy undercurrent to any show like this: we’re shivering at someone 
else’s grief, giggling at someone else’s crazy. Many of the best documentaries have this ugly 
edge, which may be why we cling to the idea that their creators (or, at least, those not named 
Werner Herzog) are as devoted to truth as to voyeurism. When asked whether he purposely 
shaved his eyebrows while on the run, Durst’s response is impeccable as both humor and logic: 
“How do you accidentally shave your eyebrows?” At times, the moral of The Jinx seems to be that 
an air of dry wit, however inappropriately leveraged, is likely to win you allies.’

• WHAT ABOUT BOB? The strange allure of Robert Durst and The Jinx. Emily Nussbaum The New 
Yorker MARCH 23, 2015 

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/03/23/what-about-bob

• ‘By the end of the sixth episode, however, it had become unsettlingly unclear exactly whose 
taste for blood was being chronicled in The Jinx, and whose appetite was being satisfied. The 
finale was structured around the preparation for a follow-up interview, in which Jarecki was 
to confront Durst with new evidence that pointed to his guilt in the murder of Susan Berman. 
The episode had the pace and tone of reality television. There was the breathless use of a 
“confession cam,” into which Jarecki spoke about his fears for his own safety in light of his growing 
convictions about Durst’s past.  There was also obfuscation of the time line for dramatic effect. 
In one instance, Chip Lewis, Durst’s lawyer, was seen reacting to a new piece of evidence—an 
envelope inscribed by Durst that strongly resembles an envelope in which an anonymous note 
was sent to the L.A. Police Department, alerting them to Susan Berman’s death—before Durst 
is seen being confronted with it. This seems an unlikely sequence of events’

• THE QUEASY FINALE OF “THE JINX”

• By Rebecca Mead   March 16, 2015 http://www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/
robert-dursts-grotesque-confession
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Negotiated/Oppositional readings for debate

• http://www.vox.com/2015/3/16/8223707/hbo-jinx-shocking-
moments-robert-durst

• h t t p s : / / w w w . t h e a t l a n t i c . c o m / e n t e r t a i n m e n t /
archive/2015/03/the-j inx-f inale-a-voyeuristic-thri l l -
ride/387901/

•  David Sims in The Atlantic

• http://www.bfi.org.uk/news-opinion/sight-sound-magazine/
reviews-recommendations/tv/jinx-not-my-documentary-
renaissance   Robert Greene

Response


